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Abstract-Theuniform asymptotic expansion of the modified Bessel function of thefirst kind Iv(vz), except
for an auxiliary multiplier, is in the form L U,(u)!v', u = (I +z2r J!2 . u-'U,(u) is a polynomial in u2 of
k=O
degree k and U,(u) is determined by use of a recurrence equation which is in the form of a
difference-differential-integral equation. Asa consequence these coefficients arenoteasily evaluated andthe
calculation becomes more cumbersome as k increases. In thispaper, we show that the above series canbe
rearranged as L (-)"c.(v)u k where c.(v) satisfies a difference equation of orderthree,but thereare only
"==0
three terms as the coefficient of one of the terms is always zero. We also show how K.(vz), the Hankel
functions, etc. can be handled in a similar fashion.
THE FUNCTIONS L(vz) AND Kv(vz)
Olver[l] developed the asymptotic expansions
1.(vz) = (U/21TV)I/2 e-s«. u),
Kv(vz) = (1Tu/2v)I/2 e-V'V(v, u),
St», u) - i Uk\u), v«u) - i (_)k Uk\U),
k~O v k~O V
where
and the U, == Uk(u) are polynomials in U of the form
k
o, = Uk L ar.k u2r, ti; = 1,
r=O
which satisfy the recurrence relation
Thus
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
The expansion for Iv(vz) is valid for Ivl~oo, [arg v!:::; 1T/2-5, 5>0 uniformly in z,
[arg z I:s 1T/2 - E, E> O. The expansion for Kv(vz) is validfor Ivl~ 00, E- 1T /2:::; arg v:::;37T/2- E,
E> 0 uniformly in z, 8 - 31T /2:::; arg z :::; 1T /2- 8, 8 > O. This last statement is stronger than that
given by Olver, and I am indebted to Cochran[2] for it.
The recursion formula (6) is awkward to use and the point of this note is to derive forms
essentially equivalent to (3) where the pertinent coefficients satisfy a very simply recurrence
formula.
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Now with V == V( v, U),
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(8)
(9)
and S == S(v , u ) satisfies the same equationprovided v is replaced by r: u. In viewof (4), wehave
du _ _ 2 _ 2 d2 u_ ? 3 _ 2 _., 2d?- /1 (1 u)'dC -_u(l u)(1 _/I ). (10)
It readily follows that
Assume a formal solution of (II) in the form
00
V = 2: cd v )/l k , Co(v) = 1.
k ~O
Let Ck == Ck(v) , Put (12) in ( I I) and equate the coefficients of like powers of u to zero. Wefind
(II)
(12)
8vkck = - (2k - 1)2ck_,+ (2k - 5) (2k - l )ck-3, Co= I , Ck =0 for k < O. (13)
Thus
385 96833 2401245
C6 = 1152v2 - 40960v 4 +4194304v6'
17017 67608983 57972915
C 7 = - 9216v 3 +91 75040v5 335 54432v7 ' etc.
Clearly, the analogous formal series for S is
00
S = L (_) kCkUk.
k=U
(14)
(15)
The forms (12) and (15) are merely rearrangements of their respective counterparts in (3). In
the language of asymptotics, (12) is an asymptotic series expansion as Iz l ~oo (i.e., l ul ~ O) in
[arg zI:5 1r /2- E, E > 0, uniformly for all v, IuI> Vo> 0, Vo fixed but arbitrary [arg vi :5 tt /2- 8,
8 > O. A similar statement holds for (15) save that E - 31r /2 :5arg z :5 tt /2- E, E > 0 and
8 - tt /2 :5arg v:5 31r /2- 8, 8 > O.
Some authors, in particular see Erdelyi et ai. [3, p. 86, equations (8HlO»), prefer to express
(1- 3) in a different fashion. Thus, for example, they write
K p(x ) ~ (2~) 1/2 exp [ - q +pin (P ; q)] ~o 2k~{kak,
Gh = f(k +i)/f (4), q = (p 2+ X 2)1/2, ak == ak(x2/p 2), (16)
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If now we put
x = vZ,P = v,
then
Combining equations (l6}-(19) and comparing with (2) and (12), we see that
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(18)
(19)
(20)
This is useful to convert other expansions given by Erdelyi et al. into the forms we prefer. Thus,
from
we have the corresponding form
(22)
DERIVATIVES OF Kv(vz) AND Iv(vz)
We have
Similarly
ee
A(v,u)~ 2:. AUk,
k~O
~
B(v, u) ~ 2:. (-t/ku k •
k~O
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
The conditions for validity for (23) and (27) are the same as for (12) and (15) respectively.
THE PRODUCT lv(z)Kv(z)
From (1), (2), (12) and (15), we get
L(vz)Kv(vz) = (u/2v)G(v, u),
ec
G(v, u) ~ 2:. gku 2k
k~O
(30)
(31)
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k-J
gk == 2 L: (-rara2k-r +(- )ka/,
r=O
(32)
validunder the same conditionsas for (5). A convenient recursion formulafor gk can be derived
as follows. It is known that [4, p. 229, equation (31)],
(33)
whence
(34)
is satisfiedby Ltv: )Kv(vz), and by changingthe independent variablefrom z to u,the differential
equation becomes
Series solution of this differential equation in the form ~ gkU 2k+1 leads to the recurrence formula
k~O
8v2kgk == (2k -1)3gk_ 1 - 2(2k - 3)(2k - 2)(2k -1)gk-2 +(2k - 5)(2k - 3)(2k -1)gk-3'
k > 0, go == 1, gk = °for k < 0. (36)
HANKEL FUNCTIONS, Uvz)AND Y.(vz)
We require two formulas for the Hankel functions owingto the presence of a turning point at
z = 1. We first treat the situation Izlvl > 1.
Now
H (1)( ) = _ ~ -i"", /2K ( -;"rI2)v Z e v ze .
7T
In the above developments for Kv(vz), put
(37)
z = ye-i"'/\ 1+Z2 = 1- y2 = (l- 1)e- i "', ( = ~ «:". ( = w-I+arc sin y-I, U = W ei", /2, w
== (l- lrl/2 • (38)
It follows that
(39)
valid for IyI~ 1, [arg yI::5 7T - E, E > 0, uniformly for all v, IvI~ Vo> 0, Vo fixed but arbitrary,
5 - 7T12:s arg v::5 37T 12 - 5, 5 > 0. The corresponding formula for Hv(2) (vy) follows from (39)
upon replacing i by -i. This expansion is then valid under the same conditions as for (39) save
that 5 - 37T12::5 arg v ::5 7T12 - 5, 5 > O. By adding and subtracting the expansions for the Hankel
functions, we get representations for I; (vy) and Y,(vy) valid under the same conditions as for
(39), but with [arg vi ::5 7T12 - 5, 5 > 0.
To get the expansion for the Hankel functions when Iyl < 1 and Ivl is large, put
z = s:". t = 0-lr I /2 , 'Y/ = Inc; t) - t-s, (= - 'Y/ - i7T/2,
in the K; (vz) data.
Then
(
2t )1/2
Hv(l)(vy) = - i TTV e""lP(v, t),
~
P(v, t) - L: Ckt\
k~O
(40)
(41)
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valid for Iyl < I, [arg yl :5 7T - E, E > 0, Ivl ~OO, S - 37T/2:5 arg v :5 7T/2 - S, S > O. The expansion
for Hv(2)(vy ) follows from (41) upon replacing i by -i. The resulting expansion is then valid for
the same condition as (40) but S - 7T12:5 arg v :5 37T12 - S, S > O. So
(
2t )1/2
Yv(VY) = - TTV eVTJp(v, t)
valid under the same conditions as for (41) but with [arg vi :5 7T12 - S, S > O.
It can be shown that
(42)
(43)
valid for IyI< 1, [arg yI:5 7T12, [arg vi :5 7T12 - S, S > O. It calls for remark that if in (43), we put
y = z eiw/2 and make use of the fact that Jv(vy) = eivw/2Iv(vz), then we can recover the
combination of the equations (1) and (15).
In place of (39), Erdelyi et al. [3, p. 86, equation (11)] write
Let us now put
x = vy,p = u,
then
plr = w or r- 1 = w]v.
So combining equations (44)-(47) and comparing with (39), we see that
Also
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
The statements (20), (48) and (49) are sufficient to convert all of the expansions for Bessel
functions of large order given in Erdelyi et al. into the corresponding forms discussed in the
present paper. In this connection, in Erdelyi et al.[3, p. 88, equation (19)], the factor t/2 should
read r1/2. Also in equation (22) of this reference, for (-i)m2 mbm read im2mam. I am indebted to
Cochran [2] for calling these errata to my attention.
For the product of Hankel functions, we have
where w is defined in (38) and gk is defined by (36). Equation (50) is valid under the same
conditions as for (39) but with [arg vi :5 7T12 - S, S > O.
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